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                    Abstract
Empathic accuracy, the ability to infer another person’s emotions, thoughts, and other fleeting mental states, has been linked to assumed similarity (wherein the perceiver assumes that another person’s mental states are similar to their own) and direct accuracy (wherein the perceiver uses various external cues to reach their judgment). Previous research has linked this component model, as well as dual process models, to neuroscientific models of empathy, but has not linked these components with dual process accounts directly. Thus, we examined whether assumed similarity involves rapid (type-1) processing while direct accuracy involves slower (type-2) inferences. In three dyadic daily diary samples (total N = 262 romantic couples), we examined associations between both components and response times. As expected, direct accuracy, but not assumed similarity, was associated with slower response times. Our findings suggest links between previously disparate lines of research and identify situations which may tip the balance between the empathic components.
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                    Notes
	Detailing the differences between terminologies is beyond the scope of this article; for clarity, we use terms from Shamay-Tsoory’s (2011) review. We are grateful for Simone Shamay-Tsoory’s comments on an earlier draft of this manuscript.


	We are not aware of any research on the best number of entries to count as valid; We have used 6 as a cutoff in our earlier studies (e.g., Sened, Yovel, Bar-Kalifa, Gadassi, & Rafaeli, 2017), and it was pre-registered in sample 3.


	These analyses were performed on couple means for all samples to avoid dependence issues; performing them on each participant separately did not meaningfully change the results.


	There are two changes between the code used to produce the final results presented here and the pre-registered analytic code. The first is the data cleaning procedure reported below. The second is a small change to the encoding of the study 3 gender variable, done to correctly account for same-gender couples. The results with and without this second edit were similar; no non-significant effects became significant or vice versa.


	Following a question raised about an earlier draft of the manuscript, we ran all analyses on accuracy regarding positive emotions. As expected, results for positive emotions were generally similar to results for negative emotions, but weaker. Some effects failed to reach significance for some samples. Full results for positive emotions can be found at https://osf.io/wsuta/


	We also conducted our analysis without this adjustment, reaching similar results to those reported below.


	We wish to thank an anonymous reviewer of a previous version of the manuscript for pointing out this limitation.
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